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Early prenatal diagnosis of Ischiopagus conjoint twins at 12 weeks of 

gestation 
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Abstract 

Conjoint twins (CTs) are a very rare entity since it is estimated to occur in 1.5 per 100,000 births 

worldwide. Female:male CTs are 3:1. Conjoint twins are monozygotic twins. In this sense, they share the 

same zygote where the twinning is initiated after 13 days of fertilization of egg. Ischiopagus is a very rare 

variety of conjoined twins with very few cases reported in the literature. Ultrasonography has made early 

diagnosis of conjoined twins possible, allowing prompt management and counselling of parents. The 

location and extent of fusion between the twins determine the potential for surgical separation and 

postnatal survival. Here a case of conjoined ischiophagus twins, diagnosed by ultrasonography at 12 

weeks of gestation is presented. Due to high complexity of fetal fusion, termination of pregnancy was 

performed upon patient´s request.   
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Introduction 

Conjoined twins represent one of the rarest forms 

of twin gestation, estimated to occur in 1.5 per 

100,000 births worldwide.  In about 1% of 

monochorionic pregnancies, the twins are 

conjoined, probably resulting from relatively late 

attempts at cleavage on day 13 or later.
1-5 

Therefore, when there is a case of monochorionic 

monoamniotic pregnancy, the possibility of 

conjoined twins should always be kept in mind. 

Ultrasonography plays the most important role in 

the diagnosis. Prenatal ultrasound diagnosis has 

been described since 1974, and nowadays most of 

the cases are diagnosed early in pregnancy.
6
The 

most common types of conjoined twins are 

thoracopagus, omphalopagus and thoraco-

omphalopagus.
7 

Only about 12% are of the 

ischiopagus variety
8
, which refer to twins joined at 

the level of the ischium. Ischiopagus twins are 

joined at the pelvis and they usually have three 

(tripus) or four (tetrapus) limbs. About half of the 

ischiopagus have four separate lower limbs, 1/3rd 

have 3 lower limbs (2 separate and 1 fused) 

attached to the body laterally and 1/5th cases are 

parasitic.
9
We present here a case of ischiopagus 

tetrapus conjoint twins which were diagnosed at 

12 weeks of gestation. 
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Case report 

A 27-year-old woman, gravida 2 para 1, was 

referred to our hospital at 12 weeks of gestation 

for suspected conjoined twins after a routine 

ultrasound examination. Her past medical history 

was unremarkable, there was no family history of 

twins and the actual pregnancy was a spontaneous 

conception. Present ultrasound (US) revealed a 

monochorionic monoamniotic twin pregnancy 

with two fetuses in a fixed face-to-face position. 

Two-dimensional (2D) ultrasonography revealed 

monoamniotic twins lying face-to-face, one yolk 

sac (Figure 1) and two separate cardiac pulsations. 

The embryos were fused at the lower part of the 

trunk and were suspected to be twins ischiopagus 

conjoined at the level of the pelvis. There was no 

change in the relative positions of the fetuses 

despite attempts. Subsequently, a three-

dimensional (3D) volume dataset of the embryos 

was acquired using transvaginal ultrasonography 

with power Doppler. Vascular communication 

between the conjoined twins in the pubic area was 

accurately delineated (Figure 2).On the base of 

these findings, the diagnosis of conjoint twins was 

made.  The couple was informed about ultrasound 

findings and counselled on the management 

options. They opted for termination of pregnancy, 

which was performed medically within one week. 

After evacuation, two separate bodies and two 

separate upper and lower extremities were noted. 

The two babies were joined at the pelvic and 

perineal regions with the vertebral axis at 180° 

with each other. Each twin had its own pair of 

lower limbs oriented at right angles to the axis of 

the common trunk. External genitalia was absent 

for both twins. No separate urethral opening was 

present. (Figure 3) 

 
Figure 1 

 
Figure 2 

 

 
Figure 3 

 

Discussion 

Conjoined twins are a rare type of monochorionic 

twins, estimated to occur in 1.5 per 100.000 births 

worldwide.
1-4

Etiology is unknown, but there are 

two different theories that explain the formation of 

conjoined twins. According to the fission theory, 

13-15 days after fertilization, the embryonic disc 

undergoes an incomplete separation, whereas in 

the “fusion theory” two separate monoovulatory 

embryonic discs undergo a secondary 

association.
1,4 

Female fetuses are more commonly 

affected with male to female ratio of 1:3, 

particularly in thoracopagus type.
5,6

 Based on the 

anatomical site of union, conjoined twins are 

classified as craniopagus (skull), thoracopagus 

(thorax), omphalopagus (abdomen) ischiopagus 

(ischia), rachipagus (vertebral column), 

pygopagus (sacrum) and parapagus (torso). The 

most frequent type of all conjoined twins is 

thoracopagus (40%) and the rarest is 

craniopagus.
10 

Grossly, ischiopagus usually lie 

along a long axis with heads on opposite sides. 

They have a common umbilicus and the bodies 
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fuse below this level, sharing lower abdomen and 

pelvis. About half of the ischiopagus have four 

separate lower limbs, one-third have three lower 

limbs (two separate and one fused) attached to the 

body laterally and one fifth of the cases are 

parasitic. Our case, therefore, is an example of 

ischiopagus tetrapus. Turner et al remarked 

magnetic resonance imaging is superior to 

computed tomography, due to the lack of exposure 

to radiation during antenatal period.
11 

Early diagnosis by US is possible in modern day 

obstetrics. Suspicious US findings that may 

suggest the diagnosis include: both fetal heads in 

the same plane, no change in the relative position 

after maternal movement and manual 

manipulation, contiguous skin, unusual limb 

position and more than three vessels in the cord.
3 

Surgery to separate conjoined twins may range 

from relatively simple to extremely complex, 

depending on the points of fusion and the shared 

organs. Most cases of separation are extremely 

risky and life-threatening.
1
 Prognosis is very poor 

among conjoined twins in general. In all, 40-60% 

are stillbirths and among the live births, almost 

35% do not survive beyond 24 hours of life. The 

present case focuses on morphological features of 

an early diagnosis of ischiopagus conjoined twins, 

emphasizing the importance of sonographic 

assessment in all twin pregnancies.
12 
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